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Windbreak Mesh for Track or Lunging Cover: Optimal Protection
against Weather Conditions

When it comes to protecting horses from adverse weather conditions,
windbreak mesh for track or lunging cover is the ideal solution. Also
known as wind net or windbreak net, this mesh not only provides
protection against the wind but also shields from the harmful effects of
the sun. In this article, we extensively discuss the benefits and features
of windbreak mesh, specifically designed for track or lunging covers.

Effective Protection with Windbreak Mesh:
The windbreak mesh is meticulously crafted with folded edges and a
welt on both ends. This thoughtful finishing not only ensures an
aesthetically pleasing appearance but also guarantees durable
performance. The high-quality material is designed to withstand the
influences of weather and wind, ensuring your horses can always enjoy
a safe and sheltered environment.

Convenient Tensioning System for Optimal Tautness:
A crucial feature of our windbreak mesh is the handy tensioning system
on both ends. This system makes it easy to adjust the tension of the
mesh, allowing you to always ensure a tight and effective protection
against weather conditions. Whether it's a strong gust of wind or
intense sunlight, the windbreak mesh adapts and provides continuous
protection to your horses.

Easy Installation with a Complete Set Provided:
We understand that convenience is a key factor when choosing the
right protection for your horses. Therefore, our windbreak mesh comes
complete with brackets and fastening materials. This makes the
installation effortless and quick. You don't have to worry about
complicated processes; our set allows you to provide optimal protection
to your track or lunging cover in no time.

Durability and Aesthetics Combined:
Not only does our windbreak mesh guarantee durable performance, but
it also adds an aesthetic element to your track or lunging cover. The
folded edges and high-quality finish contribute to a neat and
professional appearance. This way, you can not only enjoy the
functional benefits but also a visually appealing addition to your horse
enclosure.

Windbreak Mesh for Track or Lunging Cover: Essential for Horse
Well-being:
In the context of horse welfare, it is essential to provide them with an
environment that offers protection against the whims of the weather.
Our windbreak mesh for track or lunging covers is designed with the
well-being of your horses in mind. Whether it's protection against rain,
wind, or intense sunlight, our mesh ensures that your horses can dwell
comfortably and safely.

Conclusion: Choose Quality and Protection with Windbreak Mesh:
In summary, our windbreak mesh for track or lunging covers offers an
optimal combination of durability, functionality, and aesthetics. With the
convenient tensioning system, expert finishing, and easy installation,
this mesh is an indispensable element for every horse enthusiast who
prioritizes the well-being of their four-legged companions. Invest in the
best protection and provide your horses with the comfortable and
secure environment they deserve with our high-quality windbreak
mesh.
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Features

Dimensions:
Windbreak mesh measures 4 meters in length and 1 meter in width.

Material and Color:
Crafted from high-quality windbreak mesh. Subtle black color for a discreet appearance.

Durability:
By using a high-quality woven canvas with PVC, we can guarantee a very long lifespan.

Visual Features:
The windbreak mesh has an 80% wind reduction and a smooth finish.

Maintenance:
The windbreak mesh can be easily cleaned with a high-pressure washer.



Specifications

Basic material PVC with canvas

Width 1 meter

Suited for 80% wind reduction

Weight 4 kg

Colour black

Length 4 meter

Optional Other colors available: Beige, Green, Gray

Transport weight 5 kg

Transport size 1 x 0,5x 0,2 mtr
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